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In terms of strength, these four might not be inferior to the evolved Ye Zhantian and the others.

Especially in the sea, it seems that their combat effectiveness has been infinitely magnified.

It should be above Ye Zhantian and the others.

Super powerful!

This can only be from the Lab of the Gods!

Is this someone coming to kill himself? ? ?

Levi Garrison looked shocked!

He had never thought about someone coming to kill him…

I think there is no reason.
After all, in everyone’s impression, he is like a weak chicken.

…

Until this moment.

Levi Garrison understood.

It should be that he became the commander-in-chief and began to line up troops. This is a threat to the
laboratory of the gods.

That’s why I have to kill myself.

In addition, Levi Garrison could not find any reason.

Variant No. 3 and King Kong No. 4 sensed the danger, and they had to act immediately.

Levi Garrison waved his hand.

He wants to see who it is first?

It’s not too late to do it again.

…

About ten minutes later.

Sudden changes occurred in this sea area.

A huge whirlpool began to appear under the ship that Levi Garrison was riding in, rolling the ship up.

The whole sea seemed to boil.

The vortex suddenly rose up from the sea and lifted Levi Garrison’s ship into the air.

It is hundreds of meters high.

It’s really scary.

If everyone else is supposed to be scared to death.

“Boom!”

Accompanied by a loud bang.

The vortex disappeared, the big wave disappeared.

The ship that Levi Garrison was on descended directly, exploding a big hole on the sea…

When the ship stabilized, four figures appeared on the deck.

Lucifer, the clown the great them.

“It’s been a long time since my old friend!”

Lucifer laughed out loud.

The others also smiled excitedly, looking at Levi Garrison as if looking at a lamb waiting to be
slaughtered.

Of course it’s nice to meet old friends.

Levi Garrison was also happy: “I thought it was you! What a coincidence!”

Although he found four people early.

But they are all speeding in the sea.

Enveloped by the sea monster’s super power to control the sea.

The other three really couldn’t tell who it was.

See real people now.

Levi Garrison was also very excited.

Unexpectedly, there are still a few old friends (enemies)!

What a coincidence!

“Ha ha ha ha……”

Levi Garrison laughed suddenly.

I didn’t think it was fun.

At this moment, I suddenly felt interested in everything.

If anyone else saw this scene.

I thought that both sides are too good to be friends…From the first meeting, both sides were laughing.

“I heard that after you died with me, you were saved?”

Levi Garrison asked.

Lucifer looked arrogant: “To be exact, it is the resurrection! Not you mortals can understand! We are
gods! Understand?”

“Yes! The us you met before Levi Garrison were half-human and half-gods at best! Now we are gods!!!”

The clown emperor also said.

Their strength today has reached a terrible situation.

In other words, the blood of their race is becoming more and more pure, almost comparable to their
ancestors.

From the beginning of their birth, these races have the power to destroy the world and possess various
talents.

In the later period, it gradually degenerates, the blood is getting weaker and weaker, and the various
talents are getting weaker and weaker.

But now hell witches and sea monsters are gradually returning to their ancestors with the help of the
laboratory of the gods.

Their bloodline gradually moved closer to the first ancestors, so their strength became stronger and
stronger.

Now it’s fast to be on the same level as the original ancestors.

Therefore, they dare to call themselves gods.

It is also the reason why the Lab of the Gods was renamed the Kingdom of God.

Because the people of the kingdom of God are all gods!

now.

The four of Lucifer were condescending and looked at Levi Garrison as if they were looking at an ant.

If it hadn’t been for Levi Garrison to be the commander-in-chief.

They would never come to kill him.

Will lower the status!

